
A TRUSTED SOURCE
I saw the first two robins of the season a few weeks ago, reassuring me that spring really is on the
way.

At the end of the 2014 show season I asked my students to write down their goals for 2015.

Spring is the perfect time to evaluate goals that were set in the fall. Talk to your students, access
their progress and tweak if necessary. Keep goals reasonable and your students focused on the
end game. Whether you're working with riders in your weekly lesson program or with those who
show on a regular basis, keep your riders positive and motivated by being realistic.

Good luck throughout the spring/summer season!!!

OCALA, FL. SPECIAL MOMENTS
Every year I look forward to bringing my clients to HITS, Ocala Winter Show
Circuit.  I enjoy seeing the horses and riders improve their skills over the six
weeks that we participate, and catching up with old friends is a bonus!

This year was exceptionally exciting.  I had the pleasure of taking clients to
an eventing competition hosted by Scott Keech. We were able to rub elbows
with several Olympians, including gold medalist, David O'Connor, currently the coach of the US
Olympic Team. We took David up on his invitation to visit his farm and observe a couple of Olympic
training sessions on the cross-country course. He went on to explain that while the cross-country
portion of the competition is the most challenging, it also tends to be the most enjoyable for the
horse.

Of the many important points he made, the one that I will incorporate in my program is how he
introduces a horse to a new jump.  He walks the horse past the jump in both directions so he can
see it with both eyes.  When the horse passes it without moving away from the obstacle, he asks
his horse to jump it.  As I'm sure we have all witnessed riders walking their horse up to a jump to
see and sniff it, David never does.  If he's facing the jump he expects the horse to jump it, which
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makes perfect sense if you think about it.

As if that wasn't enough, just a couple of days later we enjoyed a lovely evening with five time 
Olympian Karen O'Connor, current coach of the Mexican Olympic Team, and her mom.    
I'm not sure if a husband/wife couple have ever competed against each other in an Olympic Game, 
but 2016 is shaping up to be quite exciting!  Can you imagine, there we were chatting with the 
youngest female 3-day eventing Olympian and the oldest female 3-day eventing Olympian, not to 
mention the three time winner of the Kentucky Rolex Trials.

And it keeps getting better!!!!! Karen has agreed to make time in her hectic schedule to come north 
and share her infinite wisdom by being a guest clinician at Boulder Brook.  

While I suppose I've always known this,  I have a rediscovered appreciation for 
the 3-day eventing horse and rider. We in the hunter/jumper world usually focus 
on a specialty; Equitation, Hunters or Jumpers. We seek to find the best animal 
for each discipline, but take a moment and think.........both the 3 Day horse and 
rider have to be highly skilled in dressage, cross-country, and stadium 
jumping.  One horse/rider combination has to compete in all three disciplines 
over the course of three grueling days to find success.

There's no doubt in my mind horses are a most special animal, and my experiences in Ocala this
winter made me more certain of that that ever......

WHY I LOVED OCALA
By Allison Palmisciano, 13

On Thursday, February 26th, I took an exciting journey to HITS in Ocala, Florida for the first time.  I 
got to stay there for 11 amazing days and show in huge, gorgeous outdoor rings.  I was a little 
nervous to be going at first, but as soon as I got there I knew it was going to be awesome.  There 
are so many show and schooling rings - it felt like thousands - and a racetrack that I got to ride on, 
which was so cool.  I felt like I was in the Kentucky Derby, and so did my pony Danny.  There's also 
a school there called Education Station, so I was easily able to keep up with all my schoolwork.

I learned so much about riding and showing while in Ocala.  For example I realized that pulling on 
the reins won't keep my pony at an even pace, and that I need to be softer with my hands.  I also 
learned how to see distances in the lines so I know whether to move up or slow down.  I went to 
Ocala with a bad habit of sticking my elbows out like a chicken, but I uickly learned to keep them at 
my sides.  One of the best parts of the trip was meeting Olympic riders and coaches.  The 
experience of seeing so many great riders from all over the world practice and compete was 
something I'll never forget.



When I showed at HITS for the first time I was really nervous, but also extremely excited.  The other 
riders were as excited as I was which made it all the more fun.  At the end of my trip I was sad 
about leaving because I learned a lot, had so much fun and was surrounded by the things I love.  I 
can't wait to go again next year!

EQUINE PARASITES
The idea of parasite resistance has been floated around for the past 2 decades, but only within the 
last 5 years have we started to see the adoption and application of protocols intended to slow 
progression. Development of resistance of several important equine parasites to most of the 
available anthelmintic (de-wormer) classes has led to a push in scientific research as well as 
reconsideration of parasite control strategies. Traditional prophylactic treatment based on a simple 
every 6-8 weeks calendar schedule is no longer reliable or responsible. Parasite control has 
traditionally involved interval treatment regimes that involve regular anthelmintic administration to all 
horses based only on the "egg reappearance period" determined during testing of the drug.  New 
treatment strategies are now heavily based upon surveillance of parasite burdens and assessing the 
need for dosing for each individual animal. Fecal (parasite) egg counts (FECs) are increasingly 
being used as part of a targeted approach to parasite control, whereby only those horse with 
moderate to high egg counts are treated (low shedding of eggs is considered normal and the horse 
uninfected). The objective of this approach is to reduce environmental contamination and treat 
affected horses, while leaving a tolerable proportion of the worm population unexposed to selection 
pressure for drug résistance. It is also now recommended to rotate between classes of de-wormers 
yearly,rather than each time you deworm, to further impede the process of resistance development. 

Erica Rosen, DVM
Miller and Associates
erica.rosen.dvm@miller-dvm.com

 Dear oe,
    ith spring just around the corner, should I take care of my    
    horse's feet differently



A: That's a great question.... As the seasons change, so can the condition of your horse's feet.
Similar to your own nails and hair, a horse's hooves tend to grow more quickly in the warm 
weather. I recommend shortening the shoeing cycle from every six weeks to every four weeks.

Muddy footing can mimic suction cups on your horse's feet, so minimize the chances of loosing 
a shoe, by making certain the clips are tight. As always, keep your horse's hooves clean and 
dry to   avoid thrush.

EXERCISE OF THE MONTH

idea ili ercise
Source: Judy Richter (contributor) - Winning Ways, Margaret J. Cannell, MacMillan Publ. 1994
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